
14" Versa Sink and Beverage Center

Sink Basin Size: 11"W x 21"D x 8 1/4" H

3" basket drain with stopper accommodates disposer

Full ice capacity: 32 lbs.

1" foam insulation all sides and bottom
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Sensible Under-the-counter Solution
Save valuable counter space with the under-counter 

ice drawer and beverage center. 

All stainless steel construction with heavy-duty 150 lb. capacity drawer sides

Fully insulated housing and drawer face

Standard Components include: NSF 6" deep stainless steel pan which holds

32 lbs. of ice and 4 condiment pans, bottle and glass storage

Remove components and use as large ice drawer

Magnetic rubber gasket and 1" foam insulation

Model: AXE-ID
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Includes:
Separate stainless steel ice pan for sink 

and ice combo use

Hang-on-front bottle speed rail (3) bottle capacity

Sliding stainless steel cover

Front accessories easily attach on and off

for quick reconfiguration of the sink

Model: AGBC-14
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24" Versa Sink and Beverage Center

Sink Basin Size: 19"W x 21"D x 8 1/4" H

3" basket drain with stopper

accommodates disposer

Full ice capacity: 60 lbs.

1" foam insulation all sides and bottom
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Includes:

Hang-on-front bottle speed rail

(3) bottle capacity

Bottle Opener and Towel Holder.

Includes cap catcher. 

Sliding stainless steel cover

Front accessories easily attach on and off

for quick reconfiguration of the sink

Model: AGBC-24
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Versa sinks are one of the most versatile appliances for your outdoor kitchen. Transforms from a sink to an ice bin 
to a beverage center to a wash-up center in seconds.
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30" Versa Sink

Sink Basin Size: 27"W x 21"D x 8 1/4" H

3" basket drain with stopper

accommodates disposer

Full ice capacity: 75 lbs.

1" foam insulation all sides and bottom

Wood cutting board

Model: AGBC-30
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30" Versa Sink
Optional Accessories

Sliding stainless steel cover

Front accessories easily attach 

on and off for quick reconfiguration

of the sink

Towel Holder. A simple bar for hand

towels. Model: TH

Speed rail holds bottles for easy access.

Comes in two sizes.

Model: SPR-LG or SPR-SM
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Optional 
30" Versa Sink High Shelf

High shelf with pot rack and light. 

True commercial prep. Model: PR-30

Middle Shelf. Model: MS

4"    deep stainless colander

for easy draining. Model: COLANDER
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30" Beverage Center

Serving shelf with light. Model: HS-30

Condiment tray to keep small items

accessible. Model: CT

6" deep stainless ice pan slides on sink rails.

Model: ICE-PAN

Bottle opener / towel rack includes cap catcher.

Model: BO

Speed rail holds bottles for easy access.

Comes in two sizes. Model: SPR-LG or SPR-SM

4 bottle wells with tray. Model: BWELL

Blender shelf. Model: BS
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Customize your 30" Versa Sink with optional accessories. 
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